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Why Cities Matter
Cities are fundamental to civilisation

• Like the wheel – one of the fundamental inventions 
• Intrinsic to economic & cultural development
• Basis of division of labour & directly contribute to welfare 
• ‘Invention’ as fundamental as - and complementary to -

invention of agriculture: 
could say cities led to invention of wheel….

• Origins go back 10 000 years at least: to Middle East
• Cities founded on specialisation - peasants/farmers ↔ urban 

occupations 
Commerce, artisans, administration, cultural/religion, 
defence/military

• Cities ‘discovered’ not only in Middle East but independently 
in other cultures (e.g. China) at various times
– Arrived in Europe – especially north Europe – quite late



And still Thriving….
More people will live in cities at the end of this 
presentation than at any previous moment in history
– A larger proportion of the world’s population live in cities 

than in any earlier era
– Despite concerns about ‘disurbanisation’ - 20/21st 

Centuries the most urban in history
– Europe is less urbanised than countries such as Australia, 

Argentina
– or even the US where something like 75% of people live in 

major cities & in 1992 only 1.9% of US total area was 
‘urbanised’ (= ‘paved’)

– What percentage of South East? Less than 12! A bit more 
than England as a whole (including GLA)

But – simplistically – cities should not exist



The Costs & Benefits of City Living & 
Working

Cities impose costs – of pollution, waste disposal, 
congestion, rising land prices, crime etc

– and those costs rise with city size
• Fear of ‘grid-lock’ is at least 2000 years old – as old as 

ancient Rome – their own congestion charge
So cities must ‘produce’ something - a trade-off 

between costs & benefits
• Important agglomeration economies & direct welfare 

benefits:
1. Production
2. Living/consumption/welfare
3. Labour market
4. Servicing/infrastructure



Wages & Housing Costs with City Size



Maybe Tendency for Cities to Get Too Big…

But London too big? Come back to that….



Activities & People are different: Favouring bigger cities

No single ‘optimal’ city-size
Activities
• Different types of activities – vary with respect to 

agglomeration economies wi  – that is:  by activity
– Financial services, media, cultural industries: manufacturing

• Empirically, agglomeration stronger for traded services 
• Agglomeration in mature manufacturing less
• Internationalisation and increasing functional specialisation
People
• Consumption choices & competition
• Urban amenities, range of neighbourhood choices

– 300 language communities in London
• …..or the ‘idiocy of rural life’?
• ‘Power couples’ benefit from larger cities



Internationalisation, Integration & Functional 
Specialisation

Internationalisation & European Integration
• Increases footlooseness of economic activity
• Gains from Integration change in spatial pattern of activity
• Re-enforces functional specialisation
For example - company re-organisation:
Tambrands –

• Pre-1989: 4 national companies: 220 separate packages
• Post-1990: 1 EU company; HQ London; Marketing Paris; 2 basic 

packages
• 1990-92: Sales up 48%; Sales per employee up 21%

Curzon Global Partners – Specialist US Financial Services company
Europe integrating + advent of Euro area
• 1997 start-up in London: 4 employees, no funds under management
• 2004 European parent company in London, 100 offices across EU; 210 

employees; €10.6 bn managed; €60 mn annual revenues



Or take HQs…in 1990
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Location of HQs of Europe’s largest 300 Companies: %

Source: Rozenblat & Pumain, Urban Studies, 1993



HQs 1997-2002
Based on Ernst & Young’s European Investment Monitor (EIM) database

GLA was top ranking region with 21.3% of 436 projects. SE was 2nd with 8% & East 7th.
Ile de France had only 3.4%. The 3 ‘London’ regions combined received over 1/3 
of all projects. Moreover London got a disproportionate share of larger projects.



London’s Advantages
Specialised in sectors where agglomeration vital

Financial services, media, cultural industries, higher education, 
R&D (x6 the density of Paris)

And functions
• HQs
• ‘Gateways’
• Marketing
• Communications

And European integration
• The urban hierarchy & the ‘rank size rule’ – for a given ‘territory’
• Tinbergen (1968) ‘One of the most well defined of socio-economic 

regularities”
• Krugman (1996) “an area where economists have complex, messy 

models, yet reality is startlingly neat and simple” 

Does Europe need two London-sized cities?
Does the time-zone need two London-sized cities?



The Drivers of Urban Prosperity in EU
Some Standard controls
• Industrial structure – specialisation in old resource 

based industries = ‘bad’
• High unemployment in region to start with = ‘bad’
• Performance of national economy

But city specific factors
1. City size (dynamic agglomeration economies)
2. Density (other things equal costs)
3. Integration gains (systematic spatial impact of EU 

integration)
4. R&D concentration
5. Concentration of university graduates in work force
6. Administrative relative to Functional boundaries



Why Administrative : Functional Boundaries?
If policy agencies representing places can 

produce local economic growth
⇒ Producing a local public good
• Extra growth non-rival in consumption + non-excludable

• almost a pure public good
• So how will growth promotion policies be provided

– via a ‘club’ - public-private partnership?
• Need to view as form of investment: 

• Costs now 
• Expected returns – extra growth – in future

• So can analyse incentives facing places inducing 
engagement in growth promotion policies

• Other things equal – more efforts  - lower the costs & 
greater expected net gains to participating agents



Determinants of engagement
Potential benefits greatest
• Places in locations &/or with economic structure most 

exposed to potential integration effects
– Activity most fluid

• Effective representations of categories of agents gaining most 
from local growth – ‘rent’ earners 
– utilities, property owners, scarce local skills, business service 

providers, dominant local firms [look at membership of London First…]
Costs of engagement lower

Growth promotion policies typically produced by a ‘club’ (e.g. 
public-private partnership such as Thames Valley Economic 
Partnership)

• So need to consider spillover losses & transactions costs
Role of systems of urban governance:

• More the boundaries contain the growth benefits
• More obvious lead agency + fewer agencies
• Then lower the ‘spillover’ losses & transactions costs to 

growth promotion



Functional Urban Regions contain growth benefits
Functional Urban Regions (FURs)
• Core city defined by employment concentration
• Hinterland containing labour force
• So (apart from external owners of capital) growth gains 

internalised
• And these are ‘places’ relevant to firms & workers e.g. labour 

force, real estate costs, transport, ‘offer’, suppliers etc
But FURs made up of multiple administrative units (e.g. 

London 1990; Brussels now)
– An effective ‘club’ of administrative units/private agents is more likely 

to be formed the fewer the number of units covering the territory of 
the FUR and the larger the central unit

– As number of administrative units per FUR falls, spillover losses fall: 
the larger the central unit relative to whole FUR lower will be 
transactions costs of forming an effective place competitive club 

→ variable: ratio of largest ‘relevant’ administrative unit to FUR 
population– reflects ‘policy capacity’



Empirical testing
A veritable ‘Growth Regression’ industry has developed since 1990
• Rightly got itself a bad name – I have just run 4 million regressions….
• But - We just ran one…(Hendry & Krolzig 2000)
Can we infer causation?
• Strictly speaking strong conditions have to hold

• Accuracy of data
• Completeness of information – variables & observations
• Representation of causal effects
• Homogeneity of sample
• Exogeneity, etc

• Often represented as categorical
• Not my view: in applied econometrics almost never sure all or any of 

these conditions hold in an absolute sense
• Derive variables from theory; measure for appropriate spatial units & 

statistical concepts; test & use judgement: 
• Does the extent to which conditions do not hold likely to negate

validity of inference?
• Proceed with care to infer……….



Estimation strategy

Estimation:
• cross-sectional OLS model + careful testing
Units:
• 121 major European Functional Urban Regions (FURs)

– relatively self-contained in economic terms (broadly similar in 
concept to Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas) of more than 1/3 

million plus core city exceeding 200 000

Dependent variable:
• growth rate of GDP per capita @ PPPs between the 

means of 1978/1980 and 1992/1994
– still haven’t found a satisfactory way of combining Eurostat’s ESA79 

and ESA95 series on regional GDP



Results…..1
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Both models include constant and same range of control variables:
Model 1 – no ‘spatial variables: Model 2 + Spatial adjustment mechanisms

All variables significant at 5% except where blue
a F test indicates  at 5% variables should be included as a pair



Results…2
Model 1
→ No standard econometric problems indicated
→ But spatial dependence:
→ weights: inverse time distance function (power: 1 or 2)
→ national border time penalty:

→ national borders as barriers to spatial adjustment (finding from
earlier work)

→ Tested ‘penalty’ in minutes: from 0 to infinity: 600 maximises 
spatial dependence

Model 2 – include ‘spatial adjustment mechanisms’
→ ‘Integration’ gain measure
→ ‘Peripherality’ – 600+ minutes travel from Brussels
→ Unemployment, highly skilled labour and R&D activity in neighbouring 

city-regions discounted by distance with additional 600 minute time 
penalty if national borders

Results – no problems of spatial dependence or 
standard econometric problems: main results 
confirmed



Main Findings for City regions (FURs)

2. evidence on the main place-specific variables:
i. The larger the FUR the faster it grew (size=good)
ii. The higher its density the slow it grew (density=bad)
iii. More R&D and highly skilled human capital faster a city grew
iv. European integration shocks tended to favour ‘core’ regions 

but – allowing for this & all else equal - peripheral regions did 
better

v. the policy capacity variable reflecting costs of generating local 
growth promoting policies a significant positive influence on 
growth
(government for functional area better GLA too 
small if better than before!)

1. Growth behaviour of city-regions exhibits spatial 
dependence resulting from mechanisms of spatial 
adjustment - especially commuting & spatial effects 
of integration



So How Big Should London Be?

• How big is the FUR?
• How big is the Labour Market Area?
• Are there ‘foregone’ economies of 

agglomeration?
– Evidence that London would be more prosperous if 

‘allowed’ to be bigger?







Congestion: Lost Hours per km 2003: Eddington



Residential Land Prices: An indicator of Foregone 
Agglomeration Economies



Residential Land Prices: An indicator of Foregone 
Agglomeration Economies



Conclusions…
• Many different factors determine economic success of a city 

region – many outside control of policy makers
• The most important is the country’s economic success
• But in Europe - Bigger & Brighter really has been better!
And London too small!

i. GLA 8.2 London FUR 12.6m (so Admin/FUR = 0.65)
ii. And too fragmented
iii. London is too dense [London GLA cf. London FUR]
iv. But there is evidence of lost agglomeration economies
v. People are paying an additional ‘price’ in congestion costs
vi. People are paying excessive amounts for housing (land)
But they still want to come here & set up businesses


